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Abstract. 

 

Evaluation of hazardous objects technical conditions is one of the high priority 

tasks of technological society. The data about material properties, internal imperfections 
and mechanical stresses are required for the technical state evaluation procedure. The 

regular NDT procedures, targeted for reveal of discontinuity are described in many 

documents of EN and ISO series. To fill this gap the   strain stress state measurement 

method (St) was introduced as one of NDT method in ISO 9712 in 2005. The training 
program for ST non destructive testing method has been worked out. We got accreditation 

in field of ST NDT personnel certification in accordance to IS 91712 and EN 473 in 2008. 

In Russian federation the new standard  for  ST NDT personnel certification SDOS 05-
2010  has been introduced. The implementation of SDOS 05-2010  it is the new coil in 

development of ST NDT method and harmonize it with other NDT methods. But there are 

several questions which need to be solved before the ST NDT method take its place as an 

usual NDT method. 
 

      

Evaluation of hazardous objects technical conditions is one of the high priority 

tasks of technological society. The data about material properties, internal imperfections 
and mechanical stresses are required for the technical state evaluation procedure. The 

regular NDT procedures, targeted for reveal of discontinuity are described in many 

documents of EN and ISO series. There are laboratories for determination of material 

properties. Values of stresses in construction remain unknown.  But only stresses lead to 
the destruction. The material properties and discontinuity are only responsible for 

acceptable loads level.   

 

To fill this gap the   strain stress state measurement method (St) was introduced as 
one of NDT method in ISO 9712 in 2005. 

From our point of view it was very interesting method with high potential. In ICO 

9712 it was single method combining all SS NDT techniques. After method was 

introduced SEC “Kachestvo” immediately start work under ST NTD personnel 
certification procedure.  

To extend field of accreditation on ST NDT it was necessary to work out detailed 

ST NDT certification procedure.  To create such procedure on the first step we determinate 

the skills and knowledge necessary for SS NDT personnel. The next step was requirements 
for education and special training of candidates. The high technical education and deep 

knowledge in material strength and fracture mechanic were needed. The ST NDT 

candidate had to know how to perform ST NDT by all applicable methods. 

The training program for ST non destructive testing method has been worked out. 
This program has been coordinated with leading organizations performing ST and 

approved by president of Russian society of NDT academician Kluyev V. V. In accordance 

to requirements for candidates and training program examination question books has been 

created. The examination books cover theoretical knowledge’s, ST NDT equipment and its 
physical bases, ST NDT equipment application on different types of hazardous objects’. 
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The usual examination samples can not be used for ST NDT methods. The special 

samples have been developed for ST method exams. It has special devices to apply load. 

The examination samples attached to loading machines. Before an exam  the examiner 
apply load to sample. The value of load is not known for a candidate.  А candidate has to 

choose  the right place to perform measurement and measure stresses value.  The practical 

exam is passed if measured value of stress with acceptable accuracy relevant to stress value 

in  the passport of exam sample. 
The practical exam with using of such kind of samples give as an ability to evaluate 

both theoretical knowledge of material strength (when candidate select a place to perform 

measurement) an practical skills in performing measurement (pic 2.).. 

 
Of course for such samples have to develop special passports. In addition to a usual 

parameters list of exam sample such as, geometrical size, material, surface condition e,t,c 

the passports for ST samples there are place where value of stresses is maximum, and a 

table of  applied loads and relevant stresses in the sample. Such sample can be used as 
several samples, because it has different value of stresses depending on load. 

After an analysis of certification activity results we realize that in real practice most 

of our candidates use only 1 kind of ST NDT equipment and they really not need to know 

how to perform ST measurement by ST equipment based on other physical principles.  
To fix this situation we split ST method on ST base, ST UT, ST RT, ST MT, Hot 

spot method. The knowledge of physical principles of other ST methods was separated in 

addition general exam which cower only theoretical base and field of application of other 

ST methods. Such procedure has been accepted by ISO 9712 and EN 473 accreditation 
body DAkkS. And SEC “Kachestvo” become the first certification body which was 
accredited for ST NDT personnel certification in accordance to ISO 9712 and EN 473 in 

2008. 

The similar way was used in Russian document SDOS 05-2010  it’s  an  addition to 
PB 03-440-02 (the main document for certification system in Russia). In this document the 

ST NDT split on 8 different ST NDT methods (pic 2.). The requirements for candidates 

have been decreased. For the candidates on I st and II nd theoretical training in strength of 

material decreased, knowledge of fracture mechanic has been removed from  requirements. 
The requirements for basic education for I st level candidates reduced to general education. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 



 
 

                   

                     Picture  1. (exam sample)                            Picture  2. (ST NTD methods)      

  

In PB 03-440-02 responsibilities of ST NDT personnel of all qualification levels 
clearly described. All responsibilities of ST NDT personnel are maximally relevant to   

regular methods NDT personnel of same qualification level. Many known NDT ST 

professionals are disappointed by this. They sought that decreasing of requirements to 

candidates lead to situation when personnel who don’t know strength of material and 
fracture mechanics will work in field of ST NDT. And such specialist will not able to do 

their work good because they dont know for what target they do measurement. But by our 

opinion it is a sign that ST NDT are growing up. And now it makes a first step from 

scientific and laboratory research method to general engineering practice. 
The NDT personnel, which perform NDT to find imperfections, can know nothing 

about strength of material and fracture mechanic, but they also collect data for same goal. 

The implementation of SDOS 05-2010  it is the new coil in development of ST 

NDT method and harmonize it with other NDT methods. 
But there are several questions which need to be solved before the ST NDT method 

take its place as an usual NDT method 

The main problem, that there are no any standards and instructions how to perform 

the ST NDT. It us very difficult to work out technological instruction for NDT inspection 
of object if there are no any guideline. But fortunately the situations changing and in last 

two yes a lot of ST NDT technological instructions appeared. But in next several years ST 

NDT personnel will be forced to make an unique engineering solution for each single 
inspection object.  

The next very difficult problem, that there are no any acceptance criteria based on 

mechanical stress level. It looks like that it is very hard to work out such criteria, because 

the construction strength depend not only from stresses but also from imperfections. But 
there a lot of criteria’s based only on imperfection size. 
 

Conclusion 

 
 If we look back to 2005, when ST NDT appeared in ISO 9712, we can see that 

huge work in this field was carried out and ST NDT methods become the regular NDT 

practice. Not forget that in the 1940 th  all NDT method  looks like a miracle and had very 

low accuracy 
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